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In order of oldest to latest reads:  

1) Macbeth by William Shakespeare- 219 Pages 
2) Richard III by William Shakespeare- 200 Pages 
3) Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen- 352 Pages 
4) Heart of Darkness by Joseph Conrad- 130 Pages 
5) Things Fall Apart by Chinua Achebe- 158 Pages 
6) A Streetcar Named Desire by Tennessee Williams- 164 Pages 
7) The Prophet by Khalil Gibran- 115 
8) Love & Misadventure by Lang Leav- 176 Pages 

 
Semester Reading Rate:   
Over the span of 21 weeks I read 73 pages a week and roughly 11 pages a day. That being said, I 
did not read every single day of the semester making these numbers incorrect. However, this is 
somewhat of a representation of how much I read this semester. (Definitely lower than I would 
expect from myself.)  
 
Reviews:  
 
Things Fall Apart by Chinua Achebe is an enticing novel highlighting the negative implications 
colonialism has on tribal regions, or in other words, regions that are not from the West. It was 
fascinating to read about the native traditions in Nigeria, specifically within the clans of Mbtana 
and Umofia. The novel gives the readers a taste of a culture full of rich history, art, and 
spirituality, quite unlike the the “culture” of the West. In terms of the writing, the simplicity 
emphasized the pathos and ethos underlying the many decisions Oknokwo made throughout 
the novel. Oknokwo, far from being a hero, was an honest and real character whose 
motivations are rooted in a fear of failure, making him relatable to the general audience. 
However, beyond the excitement of his character were his relationships with the people and 
environment around him. His circumstances, family, and the culture he had been brought up in, 
allow for the audience to understand his psyche and the why behind the choices he took. 
Having studied and witnessed the impacts of Mombasa, Kenya this summer, Things Fall Apart, 
furthered my understanding about the human condition’s need for control and sense of 
resiliency in times of uncertainty.  
 
As a reader interested in romantic fiction, Pride and Prejudice was undoubtedly a treat to 
explore and experience. My love for the story resides within my respect for Elizabeth Bennet 
and her charismatic, intelligent, and witty personality depicted by Jane Austin throughout the 
plot. In many ways I found Elizabeth a relatable character, suffering the doings of everyday 
misfortune like that rest of us hopeless romantics. That being said, I fell in love with Darcy, from 
his alluring arrogance at the beginning of the novel to his tender and vulnerable silent 
expressions of love throughout the novel. Darcy is the typical alpha male archetype any woman 
desires, a hint of danger, pride, and deadly physical attraction at his surface- with a world of 



love and vulnerability every woman aspires to discover below the façade he wears. However, 
what tends to be his most attractive quality is the compassion he has towards Elizabeth, the 
way he perfectly fits into her life as her counterpart- her balancing act. Two halves perfectly 
fitting together, pride and prejudice. The story is symbolic for the interplay between these two 
values but also the hindrance such labels we wear or perspectives we attain cause. The 
unconditional love between two beings calls for the removal of both self-importance and 
partialities before two souls identify as one; an understanding both Darcy and Elizabeth gained 
with time. This romantic love-story represents a tale of evolution and understanding of oneself 
and another, enticing the audience to stay engaged because of how relatable the narrative is to 
the human condition for the need for love.  
 
Love & Misadventure, is a beautiful book full of poems written by Lang Leav. She beautifully 
highlights the feelings of one in love and out of love. As a poet, she is one to connect to the 
youth demographic very well, as she uses her words to describe the complex emotions one 
feels throughout the many stages of love. Some of her works tend to be slightly mystical as she 
talks about the journey of one’s soul in this world. Leav, integrates various elements of fire, 
water, earth, and air into her poetry as she writes from different perspectives in a relationship 
like the rage, loss, avoidance, and desperation one feels while in love. The ache of love is 
evident throughout her pieces, as she highlights the beauty of being broken through loving 
another unconditionally. Her poetry evokes emotion and allows the readers to reflect upon 
their own lives; Leav relates all her work to human condition allowing for it to be easily 
relatable.  
 
Goals: With the semester coming to close, I realize I have dedicated most of my time towards 
our in-class reads. That being said, I am now aspiring to seek out literature from diverse 
cultures to use reading as a way to better understand the world around me. From day one, my 
vision has been to gain a greater sense of empathy through literature. But now, I feel as if my 
goal has changed to be understanding love across borders. I wish to explore literature from 
South America and the East as I continue my journey as an empathy and explorer. In order to 
do so, I need to allot time to specifically reading and I am hoping to at least squeeze in 15-20 
minutes a day and simultaneously reduce my amount of time I spend on social media.  
 


